Abstract--In this study, we introduce a concept of self-organizing neurofuzzy networks (SONFN), a hybrid modeling architecture combining relation-based neurofuzzy networks (NFN) and self-organizing polynomial neural networks (PNN). For such networks we develop a comprehensive design methodology and carry out a series of numeric experiments using data coming from the area of software engineering. The construction of SONFNs exploits fundamental technologies of computational intelligence (CI), namely fuzzy sets, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. The architecture of the SONFN results from a synergistic usage of NFN and PNN. NFN contributes to the formation of the premise part of the rule-based structure of the SONFN. The consequence part of the SONFN is designed using PNNs. We discuss two types of SONFN architectures with the taxonomy based on the NFN scheme being applied to the premise part of SONFN and propose a comprehensive learning algorithm. It is shown that this network exhibits a dynamic structure as the number of its layers as well as the number of nodes in each layer of the SONFN are not predetermined (as this is usually the case for a popular topology of a multilayer perceptron). The experimental results deal with well-known software data such as the NASA dataset concerning software cost estimation and the one describing software modules of the medical imaging system (MIS). In comparison with the previously discussed approaches, the self-organizing networks are more accurate and exhibit superb generalization capabilities. (~)
INTRODUCTION
It is expected that efficient modeling techniques should allow for a selection of pertinent variables and a formation of highly representative datasets. Furthermore, the resulting models should be able to take advantage of the existing domain knowledge (such as a prior experience of human observers or operators) and augment it by available numeric data to form a coherent data-knowledge modeling entity. Most recently, the omnipresent trends in system modeling are concerned with a broad range of techniques of computational intelligence (CI) that dwell on the paradigm of fuzzy modeling, neurocomputing, and genetic optimization [1] [2] [3] . The list of evident landmarks in the area of fuzzy and neurofuzzy modeling [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] is impressive. While the accomplishments are profound, there are still a number of open issues regarding structure problems of the models along with their comprehensive development and testing.
Empirical studies in software engineering employ experimental or historical data to gain insight into the software development process. Data concerning software products and software processes are crucial to their better understanding and, in the sequel, establishing more effective ways of enhancing software quality. However, data have no meaning in themselves, they have meaning only in relation to a conceptual model of the phenomenon studied [10] . Yet, the mechanism underlying the software development process is not understood sufficiently well or is too complicated to allow an exact model to be postulated from theory. Accordingly bearing these in mind, we are vitally interested in the development of adaptive and highly nonlinear models that are capable of handling efficacies of software processes.
In this study, we develop a hybrid modeling architecture, called self-organizing neurofuzzy networks (SONFN). In a nutshell, SONFN is composed of two main substructures, namely neurofuzzy networks (NFN) and polynomial neural networks (PNN). From a standpoint of rule-based architectures, one can regard a NFN as an implementation of the antecedent part of the rules while the consequents (conclusion parts of the rules) are realized with the aid of PNNs. The role of the NFN based on fuzzy relation-based fuzzy inference and back-propagation (BP) algorithm is to interact with input data, granulate the corresponding input spaces (viz. convert the numeric data into representations realized at the level of fuzzy sets). Fuzzy granulation of the input space is based on fuzzy relation-based approach where all variables are considered en block (and give rise to fuzzy relations). The role of the PNN is to carry out nonlinear transformation at the level of the fuzzy sets (and corresponding membership grades) formed at the level of NFN. The PNN which has a flexible and versatile structure [7, 8] is constructed on a basis of a group method of data handling (GMDH [11] ) method. In this network, the number of layers and number of nodes in each layer are not predetermined (unlike this occurs in most neural networks) but can be generated dynamically through a growth process. The number of the input variables used in a partial description (PD) is extended and the order of regression polynomial is also made higher to represent other types of nonlinearities. Especially, the number of nodes in each layer of the PNN architecture can be modified with new nodes added, if required.
To assess the performance of the proposed model, we experiment with well-known NASA dataset [12] and medical imaging system (MIS) [13] widely used in software engineering.
THE ARCHITECTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF SONFN
In this section, we elaborate on the architecture and a design process of the SONFN. These networks result as a synergy between two other general constructs such as NFN [14] and PNN [7] . First, we briefly discuss these two classes of models by underlining their profound features and afterwards show how a synergy between them develops.
Fuzzy Relation-Based Neurofuzzy Networks
We use fuzzy spaces partitioned by fuzzy relation-based approach in the premise part of the SONFN and its premise part is constructed with the aid of neurofuzzy networks (NFN). As visualized in Figure 1 , NFN can be designed by using fuzzy space partitioning using all variables simultaneously• The situation visualized in Figure 1 involves partitioning of several variables one at a time so we end up with fuzzy relations defined in the Cartesian product of the spaces of the input variables.
Let us consider an extension of the network by considering the fuzzy partition realized in terms of fuzzy relations. The networks are classified into the two main categories according to the type of fuzzy inference. We distinguish between a simplified and linear fuzzy inference. The fuzzy partitions are formed for the all variables and two different fuzzy inference methods lead us to the topologies visualized in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows architectures of such NFN in case of two inputs and single output. (a) is NFN structure based on simplified fuzzy inference where each input assumes three membership functions and (b) shows linear fuzzy inference based NFN with two membership functions for each input variable.
In Figure 2 , the "circles" denote units of the NFN. The node denoted by l--[ realizes a Cartesian product• The output of the node is taken as a product of all the incoming signals. The "N" identifies a normalization procedure applied to the membership grades of the input variable x~. The "~" nodes realize a sum of the arguments. Finally, the output of the NFN ~) is governed by the following expression
with n being the number of the fuzzy rules.
Considering the language of the rule-based systems, the NFN structure based on simplified fuzzy inference translates into the following collection of rules 
• x~ is A,~i, then Cyn = won + win • xl +... 4-win • x~.
.As shown in Figure 2b , the overall network of the NFN based on linear fuzzy inference is constructed by the fuzzy rules described by (4)• A final output ~) results from as following
The NFN structure shows one possible connection point with the rest of the model for combination with PNN. The location of this point implies the character of the network (both in terms of its flexibility and learning capabilities). Note that the connection point allows perceiving each linguistic manifestation of the original variables (viz. these variables are transformed by fuzzy sets and normalized).
The learning of the NFN is realized by adjusting connection weights wj or w~j of the nodes and as such it follows a standard back-propagation (BP) algorithm. In this study, we use two measures (performance indexes) that is the Euclidean error and the mean magnitude of relative error (MMRE).
(i) The Euclidean error
p=l (ii) The mean magnitude of relative error
Yp

N _ E= -N ~= I YP (9)
where, Ep is an error measure for the pth data, yp is the pth target output data and ~)p stands for the pth actual output of the model for this specific data point. N is total input-output data pairs and E is an overall (global) performance index defined as a sum of the errors for the N.
The new connection weight is generated by addition previous connection weight to variation Aw such as (10) .
where Aw = 77. k. Ow] "
Here, let us consider a connection weight wit of the NFN structure based on linear fuzzy inference. In order to minimize error Ep, the modification of the connection Awij is computed through a gradient descent method that is (_ OEp (11) By the chain rule, a partial differential of the right side in (11) 
Therefore, Awij can be simplified as shown below Awi~ ~ /2j ^ ....
x~, for yp >_ yp, Yp
Aw,j = -~. #_L. xi, for yp < ~p, Yp (15) where V is a positive learning rate. If i=0, then xo=l.
The final adjustment of the connections including momentum terms reads as
(here the momentum coefficient, a is constrained to the unit interval). The fuzzy relation-based fuzzy inference rules in (2) or (4) are constructed based on all the combinations of Aji, that is, each membership function is not independent of the corresponding fuzzy inference rule. As we can note in Figure 2 , the number of input variables and their partition realized by membership functions for the input variable may not always be equal. This implies that we can produce a rather reasonable fuzzy space partition for each input variable based on some of characters between input variable and the output, such as the nonlinearity, the complexity and so on.
A Genetic Optimization of NFN
Genetic algorithms (GAs [15] ) have proven to be useful in optimization problems because of their ability to efficiently use historical information to produce new solutions with enhanced performance. Likewise, they support a global nature of search supported there. GAs are also theoretically and empirically proven to support robust search in complex search spaces. Moreover they do not get trapped in local minima as opposed to gradient decent techniques being quite susceptible to this shortcoming. GAs is a stochastic search technique based on the principles of evolution, natural selection, and genetic recombination by simulating "survival of the fittest" in a population of potential solutions (individuals) to the problem at hand. GAs are capable of globally exploring a solution space, pursuing potentially fruitful paths while also examining random points to reduce the likelihood of setting for a local optimum. The main features of genetic algorithms concern individuals viewed as strings, population-based optimization (search through the genotype space) and stochastic search mechanism (such as selection and crossover). A fitness function (or fitness, for short) used in genetic optimization is a vehicle to evaluate a performance of a given individual (string). The search of the solution space is completed with the aid of several genetic operators. There are three basic genetic operators used in any GAs-supported search, that is reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Reproduction is a process in which the mating pool for the next generation is chosen. Individual strings are copied into the mating pool according to their fitness function values. Crossover usually proceeds in two steps. First, members from the mating pool are mated at random. Second, each pair of strings undergoes crossover as follows: a position l along the string is selected uniformly at random from the interval [1, l -1] , where I is the length of the string. Two new strings are created by swapping al][ characters between the positions k and I. Mutation is a random alteration of the value of a string position. In a binary coding, mutation means changing a zero to a one or vice versa. Mutation occurs with small probability. Those operators, combined with the proper definition of the fitness function, constitute the main body of the genetic computing. A general flowchart of the genetic optimization (GA) is visualized in Figure 3 .
In order to enhance the learning of the SONFN and augment its performance of a SONFN, we use genetic algorithms to adjust learning rate, momentum coefficient and the parameters of the membership functions of the antecedents of the rules. Here, GAs use serial method of binary type, roulette-wheel as the selection operator, one-point crossover, and an invert operation in the mutation operator [15] . Figure 4 portrays a chromosome (string of parameters) being used in the genetic optimization of NFNs. Here successive variables xl, x2,..., and xk denote input variables of a given system, MFmink and MFmaxk (k = 1,2,... ; variable number) denote the parameters of a membership function for each input variable (while min and max denote a minimal and a maximal value of a fuzzy space, repectively), ~ is a learning rate and a stands for a momentum coefficient.
Self-Organizing Polynomial Neural Networks
We use PNN in the consequence structure of the SONFN. Each neuron of the network realizes a polynomial type of partial description (PD) of the mapping between input and output variables. The structure of the PNN is not fixed in advance but becomes dynamically organized during a growth process of the structure. In this sense, PNN becomes a self-organizing network. The PNN Mgorithm based on the GMDH method can produce an optimal nonlinear system by selecting significant input variables among dozens of those available in data and forming various types of polynomials. The GMDH is used in selecting the best ones in PDs according to a discrimination criterion. Successive layers of the SONFN are generated until we reach a structure of the best performance. The input-output relation formed by the PNN algorithm can be described in the following way y = / (xl, x~,..., ~n).
The estimated output ~) of actual output y is
where CkS are the coefficients of the model to be optimized.
To obtain the estimate Y, we construct a PD for each pair of independent variables existing in the problem. PDs use regression polynomials, Table 1 . Next, we determine the coefficients of PD through the standard least squares error (LSE) method. The optimal structure of the model is determined stepwise: we form layers of PDs operating on pairs of variables and then select the best ones and discard the others. Once the final layer of the structure has been chosen, the node characterized by the best performance is selected as the output node and all other nodes in this layer are removed. Furthermore, all the nodes at the previous layers that do not affect this output node are also removed. Tracing the dataflow back to the previous layers leads to the removal of the excessive node.
Depending on the number of input variables as introduced below, two types of generic PNN architectures are considered for performance improvement of PNN model. Also, the structure of PNN is selected on the basis of the number of input variables and the order of PD in each layer. Two kinds of PNN structures, namely a basic PNN and a modified PNN structure are distinguished. Each of them comes with two cases. For details, refer to Figure 5 . The following types of the polynomials are considered:
• Bilinear = co + elXl + cox2,
• Biquadratic-1 = Bilinear +c3x~ + c4x 2 + CSXlX2,
• Biquadratic-2 = Bilinear +¢3XlX2 . Zi=f(x.,x.,Xr)-Casel The selection and use of system input variables of the networks depends upon the topology of the PNN. According to the diverse topologies of PNN selected on the basis of the number of inputs and order of polynomial, we build various architectures of the PNN. If there are less than two (or three) input variables, the generic PNN algorithm does not generate a highly versatile structure as shown in Figure 6 .
To alleviate the problems, the advanced type of the architecture is taken into consideration that can be treated as the modified version of the generic type of the topology of the networks as shown in Figure 5 . Accordingly, we identify also two types as the following.
(1) Generic type : in case that the number of system input variables is four or higher, the generic PNN is used. (2) Advanced type : in case that the number of system input variables is less than three (or four), the advanced PNN is used.
The basic and modified PNN architecture are shown in Figure 5 , where z~ (Case 2) in the 2 nd layer or higher denotes that the polynomial order of the PD of each node has a different or modified type each other in comparison with zi of the 1 st layer. In the advanced type of Figure 5 , the "NOP" node means the A th node of the current layer that is the same as the node of the corresponding previous layer (NOP denotes no operation). An arrow to the NOP node is used to show that the corresponding same node moves from the previous layer to the current layer.
SONFN Topologies:
Architecture Combined with Fuzzy Relation-Based NFN and PNN The SONFN is an architecture combined with the NFN and PNN as shown in Figures 7 and 8 . These networks result as a synergy between the two other general constructs such as NFNs and PNNs.
The SONFNs distinguish between two kinds of architectures, namely, basic and modified architectures. Moreover, for each architecture of the SONFN we identify two more detailed cases. As mentioned above, the topologies of the SONFN depend on those of the PNN used for the consequence part of SONFN. The above taxonomy is also summarized in Table 2 .
Premise part(NFN) Consequence part(PNN) :.x,-< ,, 
zik ( 
where/stands for a node number. This procedure is implemented repeatedly for all nodes of the layer and also for all layers of consequence part of SONFN.
STEP 4. Choosing PDs in case that the training and testing dataset are taken into consideration: each PD is constructed and evaluated using the training and testing dataset, respectively. Then, we compare the values of the performance index and select PDs using an aggregate performance index with a sound balance between approximation and prediction capabilities. We may use (i) the predetermined number W of the PDs (width of the layer) or (ii) go for all of them whose performance index is lower than a certain prespecified value. Especially, the method of (ii) uses the threshold criterion ~ to select the node with the best performance in each layer.
where 0 is a new value of the criterion, ~ is a positive constant (increment) and Emin denotes the performance index with smallest value obtained in the each layer.
STEP 5. Termination condition: we take into consideration a stopping condition (Emin _> Emin.) for better performance and the number of iterations (size of the network) predetermined by the designer. Here Emin is a minimal identification error at the current layer while Zmi n . denotes a minimal identification error at the previous layer. The consequence part of SONFN is repeated through a sequence of Steps 3-6.
Model Selection
]~br the NASA software dataset, our model selection procedure is based on seeking a sound compromise between approximation and generalization errors. The main performance measure that we use in this paper is the MMRE (the mean magnitude of relative error) of (9) . For evaluation of generalization ability, many estimates have been proposed in the literature; the most popular ones being the holdout estimate and the k-fold cross-validation estimate [16] . The holdout estimate is obtained by partitioning the dataset into two mutually exclusive subsets called training and test sets. The error estimate on the test set is used to assess generalization ability. On the other hand, the k-fold cross-validation estimate is obtained by a sample reuse technique. The dataset is divided into k mutually exclusive subsets of almost equal size, k -1 subsets are used for training, and the k th is used for prediction. This process is repeated k times, each employing a different subset for prediction.
When k is equal to data size, it is called leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) estimate. In this study, we employ the LOOCV estimate of generalization error because of two reasons. Fir,st, it possesses good mathematical properties [17] . Second, it seems to be particularly suited for software engineering applications where the best available data are relatively small sets [18] . Thus, our model selection is based on the analysis of LOOCV estimate of generalization error for SONFN models in NASA dataset.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we illustrate the development of the SONFN and show its performance for well known and widely used datasets in software engineering. The first one is the NASA dataset [12] . The second one is medical imaging system (MIS) [13] .
NASA Software Data
The experimental studies are concerned with a well-known software effort dataset from NASA [12] . The dataset consists of two independent variables, viz. developed lines of code (DL) and methodology (ME), and one dependent variable, viz., effort (Y). DL is in KLOC and Y is in man-months. Here, ME is a composite measure of methodologies employed in this NASA software environment. The data set is shown in Table 3 .
In the following, we develop software effort estimation models for two collections of independent variables, i.e., DL and (DL, ME).
Results of NFN modeling
According to each Scheme of NFN structures, the identification errors of PI and E_PI are shown in Table 4 . Note that PI describes a performance index for the training dataset while E_PI concerns the performance index for the testing dataset using a leave-one-out validation (LOOCV). GAs help optimize learning rate, momentum coefficient, and the parameters of the membership functions. GAs was run for 100 generations with a population of 60 individuals. Each string was 10 bits long. The crossover rate was set to 0.6. The probability of mutation was equal to 0.1. In each NFN structure, two membership functions for each input variable are used and 500 iterations for the number of training cycles are used. 
Results of SONFN modeling
We now present the details of SONFN modeling using the methodology described in the previous Section 2.
3.1.2.a. In case of 1 system input (DL)
The goal is to seek a parsimonious model, which provides a good fit to the DL and Y data of NASA software project data and exhibits good generalization capability. Tables 5 and 6 summarize the results of the preferred architectures according to advanced type and architecture (basic or modified). In Table 5 , the basic SONFN in Case 2 is the preferred architecture of the network in the advanced type and its detailed topology is visualized in Figure 10 . The values of the performance index of the simplified fuzzy inference based NFN optimized by GAs are PI = 0.2870 and E_PI = 0.2990. When considering both PI and E_PI, the minimal value of the performance index, that is PI = 0.1748, E_PI = 0.1850 are obtained by using Type 3 in the 1 st layer and Type 2 in the 2 nd layer or higher (Type 342) with 2 node inputs. The form of each polynomial type is shown in 'Table 1. Figure 10 illustrates an optimal architecture in the advanced type of the SONFN that is composed of simplified fuzzy inference based NFN and PNN with 2 inputs-Type 3--*2 topology. The way in which learning has been realized is shown in Figure 11 where training errors (performance index) are illustrated. In Figure 5 , Q is the A th node of the each corresponding layer used for the generation of the output Y, ~ is the A th node of the each corresponding layer used for the generation of the output and indicates the optimal node in each layer. In light of the values reported in Table 6 , the modified SONFN (Case 2) emerges as a preferred architecture of the network in the advanced type. Figure 12 shows an optimal architecture in advanced type of the SONFN that is composed of the linear fuzzy inference based NFN and PNN with 2-*3 inputs-Type 1-.2 topology. The values of the performance index of the linear fuzzy inference based NFN optimized by GAs are PI = 0.2094 and E_PI = 0.2462. When considering both PI and E_PI, the minimal value of the performance index, that is PI = 0.0877, E_PI = 0.1309 are obtained by using 2 node inputs and Type 1 in the 1 st layer and 3 node inputs and Type 2 in the 2 nd layer or higher(2-*3 inputs-Type 1-.2). The training errors of SONFN are illustrated in Figure 13 .
In Figure 12 , the "NOPA" node means the A TM node of the current layer that is the same as the node of the corresponding previous layer(NOP denotes no operation). An arrow to the NOP node is used to show that the corresponding same node moves from the previous layer to the current layer. 
3.1.2.b. In case of 2 system inputs (DL,ME)
Now we develop effort estimation model based on two independent variables DL and ME. For the simplified and linear fuzzy inference based NFN, the performance indexes of SONFN are shown in Table 7 and 8, respectively. Table 7 summarizes the values of the performance index for the SONFN with the simplified fuzzy inference based NFN. In Table 7 , the modified SONFN in Case 2 is the preferred architecture of the network in the generic or the advance type respectively. An optimal architecture of the Table 7 . Performance index of SONFN with the simplified fuzzy inference based NFN. Figure 14 . In Figure 14 , the NFN part of the network uses two membership functions for each input variable, so the architecture has 4 rules. The values of the performance index of the NFN optimized by GAs are 0.2115 for the training data and 0.2415 for the testing data. The PNN part of the networks is constructed by using Type 2 with 3 node inputs in the 1 st layer and Type 3 with 4 node inputs in the 2 nd layer(3--~4 inputs and Type 243). The final results of the SONFN topology are PI=0.0231 and E_PI=0.0252. Figure 15 illustrates the performance of the obtained networks. ME 39 Figure 14 . The optimal topology of the advanced and modified SONFN in Case 2.
(Simplified fuzzy inference based NFN, 3 --+ 4 node inputs an Type 2 --* 3 PNN.)
For the SONFN with the linear fuzzy inference based NFN, the values of the performance index are summarized in Table 8 . The NFN part of the SONFN uses two membership functions for each input variable. Therefore, the architecture exhibits four rules as well. The values of the performance index of the NFN optimized by GAs is equal to 0.1544 for the training data and 0.1967 for the testing data. In Table 8 , the modified SONFN in Case 2 or Case 1 is the preferred architecture of the network in the generic or the advance type respectively. An optimal architecture of the SONFN in the generic type is visualized in Figure 16 while the learning process is quantified in Figure 17 . The shadowed nodes indicate neurons which have the optimal polynomial in each layer(the optimal being expressed from the viewpoint of PI as well as E_PI).
In Figures 16 and 18 , is the A th node of the each corresponding layer that is not used for the generation of the ~), and is the A th node of the each corresponding layer that is not used for the generation of the output and indicates the optimal node in each layer. Also, the solid line is used for the generation of the output and the dashed line is not used for the generation of the Z). indiLcates that the polynomial order of the consequence part of the fuzzy rules in a node changes from Type "p" in the i st layer to Type "q" in the 2 nd layer and higher. And A(-), B(.), C(.), and D(*) denote the optimal node numbers according to each type of the polynomial. Namely, the node numbers of the 1 st layer represent the node numbers located in the 4 th layer of NFN, and the node numbers of each layer in the 2 nd layer or higher represent the output node numbers of the preceding layer, as the optimal node which has the best output performance in the current layer. Especially, identification error in the layer 0 of Figures 20 and 21 means the optimal output performance index of linear fuzzy inference based NFN as the premise part of SONFN. Table 9 shows a comparative analysis that involves a number of previously developed models. In comparison with them, the SONFN comes with high accuracy and improved prediction (generalization) capabilities. 
Medical Imaging
System
We consider an medical imaging system (MIS [13] ) subset of 390 modules written in Pascal and FORTRAN for modeling. These modules consist of approximately 40,000 lines of code. To desiign an optimal model from the MIS, we utilize 11 system input variables such as, LOC, CL, set is used for fitting the models. The remaining 40% data set, the testing data set, provides for quantifying the predictive quality of the fitted models. Using MIS dataset, the regression equation is obtained as follows. (7) for 11 system inputs. We will be using as a reference point when discussing SONFN proposed in this paper. 
Results of NFN modeling
For the NFN structures, the identification errors of PI and E_PI are shown in below Table 11 .
GAs help optimize learning rate, momentum coefficient, and the parameters of the membership functions.
In NFN structure, two membership functions for each input variable are used. So NFN structure is represented by 16 fuzzy rules for the 4 system inputs. For the learning of NFN, the number of training cycles is 500 iterations. Table 12 summarizes the results of the preferred architectures according to SONFN. Here we select the SONFN in Case 1 with the 3 inputs-Type 2 for the simplified fuzzy inference based NFN and its detailed topology is visualized in Figure 22 . Also, for the SONFN with linear fuzzy inference based NFN, the 4 inputs-Type 3 is selected and shown in Figure 23 . Table 13 contains a comparative analysis including the previous model. Regression models are constructed by a linear equation. The comparative analysis reveals that the SONFN comes with high accuracy and improved prediction (generalization) capabilities. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have introduced a class of SONFN regarded as a modeling vehicle for nonlinear and complex systems, studied its properties, came up with a detailed design procedure and used these networks to model a well-known NASA dataset and MIS dataset which are experimental data widely used in software engineering. SONFN is constructed by combining fuzzy relationbased NFN(Simplified or Linear fuzzy inference) with PNN. In this sense, we have constructed a coherent platform in which all components of CI are fully utilized. The model is inherently dynamic--the architecture of the PNN is not fully predetermined (as it usually happens in case of e.g., multiplayer perceptron) and can be generated (adjusted) during learning. A comprehensive design procedure was developed. The series of experiments helped compare the network with other fuzzy models--in all cases the previous models came with higher values of the performance index.
